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By Bob Doerschuk -
For piano players going back to the basics of
tasteful, simmering swing is not just an
occasional
pleasure. It's more like a necessity to fill
the tank with high-octane, old-school groove
juice.
That's what John Colianni and his group
pump throughout On Target. The tracks
include covers of big-band tunes, which feature
sizzling brush work by Matt Fishwick, steady
walking eights from bassist YoungRobert
Wagner and most critically pulsing rhythm
guitar from Joe Friedman. The arranged parts
are played by Colianni and guitarist Justin
Lees in tight unisons or harmonies for the sole
purpose of driving the beat even harder.
And the solos spotlight the leader's clean
articulation. Everything Colianni plays is
about swing. Even when Justin Lees rips
through his choruses, the piano is riffing like
a wall of horns behind him. Hardly a space is
left unfilled. When the middle eight hits
before the last chorus of another Herman staple,
"Northwest Passage," everyone blows like
crazy.When the tempo relaxes, Colianni does,
too. He invests "Ill Wind" with the weary/wise
insights of the saloon balladeer; a key change
before the last chorus feels like lights coming
on as last call is sounded.
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Louis Armstrong said that the faster the tempo,
the more he could relax, a maxim that certainly
applies to this love letter to the swing era. The
longtime pianist in the Les Paul Trio, John
Colianni boasts a sense of repose that only comes
with serious technical virtuosity. All but one cut
are under four minutes (it comes in at 4:06), and
half are under three. Colianni is used to keeping
it short and sweet—he cut his teeth with Lionel
Hampton, Mel Tormé and Paul—but he makes
up for it by playing in double time. Larry Coryell
gave him the moniker “Johnny Chops,” and with
good reason: Trying to keep up with Colianni
would be futile for almost any player; better to
just go along for the ride.

WoodyHerman opener “Apple Honey”;
“Whacha Know, Joe?,” with its gang vocals; and
barnburner “Northwest Passage,” which has
Colianni trading with guitarist Justin Lees over
Joe Friedman’s rhythm guitar. Count Basie feels
as fresh as ever on “Gone With ‘What’ Wind?”
and rollicking closer “Jumpin’ at the Woodside.”
But the standout here is Colianni’s solo work,
especially on “A Nightingale Sang in Berkeley
Square,” which sounds like a crisp remastering
of Art Tatum.
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